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S1. The energy change during the pull-out simulation for the PE composite with DNT-4  
The total energy change ( ) increases with the sliding distance and saturates to a certain 
value (~ 9.5 eV) when the DNT is fully pulled-out from the PE matrix. As shown in Figure 
S1, the total energy change for the whole system or the PE matrix show relative large 
fluctuations after the DNT is fully pulled-out, whereas, the profile of the total vdW energy 
change  or potential energy change of the DNT  appear relatively flat. In fact, 
the pull-out of the DNT will release a free space inside the polymer, which will induce free 
surface inside the polymer and thus allows for a free relaxation of the polymer matrix. Such 
relaxation will induce fluctuation to the potential energy of the PE matrix, and result in a total 
energy change trajectory with relatively large fluctuations as seen in Figure S1. 
 
Figure S1 The potential energy change of the whole PE composite ( ), the polymer 
matrix ( ) and the DNT ( ), and the total vdW energy change ( ), as a 
function of the sliding distance. The potential energy change for the DNT while it is taken as 
a rigid body is also presented for comparisons ( ). 
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S2. Estimation of the interfacial shear strength 
Simplifying the PE matrix as a continuum media and the DNT as a solid cylinder with a 
diameter of D, the ISS can be derived as1,2   
                                                                                                                  (S1) 
Here  is the total potential energy change, which approximates to the total vdW energy 
change . D is the diameter of the DNT, which is approximated as the distance between 
exterior surface hydrogens, i.e., ~ 0.5 nm, following Roman et al.3  L is the sliding distance. 
For the results presented in Figure 2 (in the paper) for the composite with DNT-4,  is 
about 9.5 eV, L is about 5.8 nm. Substitute these to Eq. S1, we obtain an ISS of ~ 58 MPa at 
the PE/DNT-4 interface. Similarly, the ISS is estimated as ~ 52 MPa for the interface 
between (4,0) CNT and the PE matrix. We should note that due to the presence of 
fluctuations, it is hard to get a precise sliding distance or the total vdW energy change when 
the DNT/CNT is fully pulled-out. As illustrated in Figure S2, adopting different sliding 
distance would not induce a big difference between the ISS at the PE/DNT and PE/CNT 
interface. Overall, comparing with the experimentally measured interfacial shear strength, i.e., 
~ 33 MPa at the PE/CNT(10,10) interface,4 our estimations suggest that the DNT has 
comparable interfacial shear strength with PE matrix comparing with that of CNT.  
 
Figure S2 The estimated ISS as a function of the approximated sliding distance. 
S3. Composite with different DNTs, different density and with –C2H5 functional groups 
Figure S3a shows the total vdW energy change of the composite with different DNTs, 
including DNT-1, DNT-2 and DNT-4. As is seen, the composites with DNT-1 and DNT-2 
have a similar vdW energy change (~ 10.5 eV), and the other counterpart with DNT-4 
appears to have a lower  (about 9.5 eV). The lower  for the sample with DNT-4 
is actually due to the factor that the initial PE model with DNT-4 is shorter in the length 
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direction, i.e., contains less atoms and therefore possesses smaller total vdW energy. As 
pointed out in Figure S3a, if we consider a same sliding distance, the vdW energy change is 
similar in all three models. According to Eq. S1, these results indicate that the structure of the 
DNT exerts insignificant influence to the interfacial shear strength.  
 
Figure S3 The total vdW energy change of the PE composites with: (a) different embedded 
DNTs, (b) different initial PE densities, and (c) 5% -C2H5 functional groups. 
In comparison,  increases from 10.5 to 12 eV when the PE density increases from 0.92 
to 1.00 g/cc, signifying an increase in the interfacial shear strength (Figure S3b). Such 
observation is understandable, as increasing the PE density will increase the non-covalent 
interaction sites and thus enhance the interfacial shear strength. Further, the total vdW energy 
change is found to receive an obvious increase when the -C2H5 functional groups are 
introduced to the embedded DNT. Form Figure S3c, 
 
increases from 10.5 to 12 eV, 
suggesting that the functional groups can effectively enhance the interfacial shear strength.  
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